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Aetna Funding Advantage℠ IMQ Elite 
We’ll take it from here 

The easiest way to handle Individual Medical  
Questionnaires (IMQs)? Have us handle them for  
you. With IMQ Elite, we handle all aspects of  
collecting and submitting IMQs for Aetna Funding  
Advantage (AFA) proposals. It’s free and simple  
— just send the group information and a census to  
our IMQ Elite mailbox and we’ll make magic happen. 

Why IMQs? Using IMQs with AFA gets your groups  
a more precise rating, which means the potential  
for lower monthly costs, more stable renewals and  
higher surplus payouts. Plus, we make IMQs so  
easy, that the real question is, why not? 

Check out the details on the next page. 
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companies,  including  Aetna  Life  Insurance  Company  and  its  affiliates  (Aetna).  Aetna Funding Advantage (AFA) plans  
are self-funded, meaning the benefits coverage is offered by the employer. Aetna Life Insurance Company only provides  
administrative services and offers stop-loss insurance coverage to the employer. 



  
 
 

 
 
 

It’s just so easy 
AFA IMQ Elite Process 

Here’s how IMQ Elite works: 

1 
Email  AFAHealthAppSupport@aetna.com with 
quote cover sheet and member level census 

(ideally with employee email addresses) 

2
Employees will be invited to complete a digital 

IMQ through our secure portal

3 
Once all members complete their IMQ, we’ll 

submit the group to Underwriting for a quote 
— we’ll also follow up on any stragglers 

AFA IMQ Elite takes the work off your 
plate. All you need to do is send a request 
to our email inbox with a completed quote 
cover sheet and member level census. We’ll 
either need all employee email addresses 
in the member level census or the group’s 
HR administrator’s email address to invite 
members to complete an IMQ. 

Employees will be invited to complete their 
IMQ on a secure, digital portal powered by 
FormFire. We’ve programmed a smart IMQ 
— it asks the right level of questions 
based on what we already know about the 
member, and it only asks a small set of 
high-level questions unless a member has 
conditions we need more details on. 

We’ll monitor IMQ progress, send 
reminders (if needed) and submit all IMQs 
to Underwriting. Then, you’ll get your AFA 
proposal the same way you do today. 

Try out AFA IMQ Elite today —  
once you do, you won’t go back 
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